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PICKUPS AND ELECTRONICS
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PICKUPS
Bartolini pickups are made to satisfy the musicians' demand for superlative sound quality. They are hand assembled
from selected materials, thoroughly shielded and cast In epoxy. Each pickup is tested several times during
construction for output level, square wave response (this test combines transient and frequency response), hum level
and microphonics. No effort is spared to build-in quality and reliability. We have a variety of tonal qualities and
voicings available In many different shapes, sizes and coil configurations to satisfy the musician's needs.

COILS
The following diagrams show the coil configurations available in our pickups. In these diagrams the aperture (A) is
the length of string sensed by the pickup. Narrow apertures usually yield brighter, more defined sound. Wide
apertures usually yield a fuller, mellower sound. However, the frequency response and Q factor of the coll system

will shape the tonal quality and voicing more strongly than the aperture of the pickup. In the following diagrams the
string sensing coils are shown with a solid line and hum-cancelling coils are shown with a dashed line. Coil size and
other considerations may limit the options available in some pickup shapes.

Single Colls (8) - Our single coils have a deeper voicing with more
lows and low mids than traditional designs yet retain excellent clarity and
treble response. Their noise level is considerable lower than unshielded
traditional designs. We do not usually recommend our single coils for use
with on-board electronics. However, there are many musicians who have
found this combination very satisfactory.

Hum-Cancellers (HC) - These pickups have very high clarity and
definition coupled with maximum rejection of hum and noise. They have
slightly lower output levels and enhanced upper mid and treble response.
They are available in two optionsiCoii Up (string sensing coll toward the
neck)and Coil Down (string sensing coil toward the bridge).

Split Humbuckers (T) - More efficient than Hum-Cancellers, these
pickups are available for 4, 5 and 6 string basses in two coil
configurations; Regular (treble coil toward the bridge) and Reversed
(treble coil toward the neck). The Regular coil configuration is shown.

Vertical Hum-Cancellers (V) - in very narrow
pickup shapes such as Jazz Bass*, Stratocaster* and our

acoustic model 3AV, the hum cancelling coil is stacked
under the string sensing coil. Interaction between the
stacked coiis results in sharper attack characteristics and

lower output levels than similar single coils. We
recommend our Vertical Hum-Cancellers for use with on

board electronics. For 5 string basses these pickups are
iimited to 72mm total string width.

Linear Hum-Cancellers(W)- These pickups have a
separate coil for each string, high output levels and
extremely low hum and noise. The 9W4 pickups for Jazz
Bass have slightly higher output than the stock pickups.
They are available for 4, 5, and 6 strings and can be made
for total string widths up to 78mm. Because of their high
output level they can be used passively as well as with on
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board electronics.
'Stratocaster' and 'Jazz Bass* are registered traderrtarksof CBS,inc. Bartolini Pickups and Electronics is not affiliated in any way with CBS, Inc. Bartolini pickups are covered by U.S.PaLNos,
39637777 and 39837778.

Dual Coil(C, K or LCE)- We make these wide aperture pickups with
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several different kinds of tonal response.
"C" type dual coils have enhanced low and low mid response. They have
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"K" type dual coils have enhanced upper mids and treble. They have the

the deepest voicing of this group. They are available for guitar or bass.
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brightest voicing of this group. They are available for guitar or bass.
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"LCE" type dual coils have Silicon Steel laminated cores for maximum
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coil resonance and excellent upper mid treble enhancement. They are
available for guitar only.

Triple Coil (E) - These pickups are combinations of the Dual Coil and
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Hum-Canceller designs. Both sensing coils can be selected for wide
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aperture or each sensing coil can be selected with full hum cancellation for
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narrow aperture. Any 2 noise-free options can be selected with a DPDT

switch. Any 3 noise-free options can be selected with a 4PDT(on-on-on)
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switch. Up to 5 noise-free options, both series and parallel can be selected
|
with a rotary switch. Triple coils are available for guitars and basses but
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only in pickup shapes that measure 1.42" or more along the strings.

All dual coil pickups are wired with 4-conductor cable so that any coil combinations can be selected from the control
cavity. All triple coil pickups are wired with 6-conductor cable for the same reason.

Most dual coil pickups for basses beyond 72mm total string width are (internally) 4 coil designs. These colls can be
wired externally to give split humbucker response (T - regular or reversed • see page 1) as well as the usual
series/parallel combinations. Upon request they can be wired with 6-conductor wire for this purpose for a slight
additbnal charge.

ELECTRONICS
Our on-board electronic modules are made to enhance the performance and extend tonal range available from our
passive pickups. They are hand assembled from components selected for low noise, thoroughly shielded and cast In
epoxy. Each electronics module is tested several times during construction for amplification, frequency response and

noise. No effort is spared to build-in quality and reliability.
Although they are usually called "on-board preamps" we prefer to distinguish between the following categories:
preamps - overall amplification or added mid and treble boost - one knob or one switch to control boost options
tone control modules - separate control of boost / cut for bass, mid or treble frequencies or parametric filters with
frequency sweep and Q control

buffers - only for isolation of magnetic or piezo pickups from tone control modules following them - high impedance
in, low impedance out, some amplification or spectrum shaping
Both the preamps and tone control modules have spectrum shaping options in addition to their basic control knobs.
We offer a variety of spectrum shaping modules to go with them. Those who wish to do their own tonal
experimentation can purchase the spectmm shaping components separately.
Barlolini on-board electronics are designed for operation from a single 9 Volt battery. We do not guarantee our
electronics for use with higher voltages or external(AC powered)supplies. For reasons thoroughly explained at the
beginning of the Electronics section of this catalog we do not feel it is necessary to have higher voltages to obtain low
noise or sufficient headroom.

CONTROLS

We now have a wide selection of spline shaft potentiometers for general use as well as those specified for our tone
control modules. These are very high quality units with 3/8" long brass brass bushings and 11/32"(16mm)diameter
bodies. We also have high and low impedance blend controls and dual concentric tone controls with knobs.

Atler 11 years of part-time research in the acoustics of nylon string instruments, speaker cabinets, power
amplifiers, and polyphonic pickups, we started manu^cturing magnetic pickups in 1973. During our first year we
made only quadraphonic and hexaphonic (Hi-A) pickups. In 1975 we brought out our first monophonic designs under
the Hi-A iabel. In 1978 we discontinued the Hi-A label. From the beginning and always in response to the needs of
many excellent musicians we have continued to expand our catalog of pickups and electronics.
In 1975 we introduced square-wave magnetic pulse testing for magnetic pickups, expanding upon our description
of the impedance curve fo these pickups. Shortly afterwards we introduced the mechanical string picker to the field of
pickup testing. In 1977 we introduced the first electronic (preamplified) pickup with parametric bandpass
enhancement (the EVQ). These pickups were also some of our earliest hum canceller designs in large humbucker
size. The EVQ and related designs were discontinued later as our on-board preamps began to provide wider tonal

range and more versatile application. Toward the end of 1980 we started manufacturing vertical hum canceller
designs as our 3AV acoustics and as replacements for Fender Strat* and J-Bass* pickups. Shortly afterward we
introduced the 94J, our quadraphonic for J-Basses*. In 1981 we brought out our Laminated Core humbuckers, adding
the choice of upper midrange enhancement to the smoother response of our previous designs. In the next year after
extensive experimentation with the sound requirements of several New Wave and Heavy Metal guitarists,we

developed a pickup specifically tailored for power guitar tone (these have developed further into the E88 and E90
series) and a distortion effect (the Tube-It) that was appreciated by many musicians at that time.
With our roots always firmly in mind, in 1982 we presented the result of our experiments with Classic and
Flamenco guitars at a meeting of the Catgut Acoustical Society in DeKalb,Illinois. These results and many other
scientific inquiries into the acoustics of guitars and violins were then published in the Journal of Guitar Acoustics**.
We continued the work on nylon string instruments with an electronic device capable of controlling the attack, decay
and tonal characteristics of a solid body instruments to duplicate the sound quality of the best acoustic instruments.
We have now grown into a a 4200 sq.ft. facility in the Livermore valley (renowned for its white wines and scientific
research). We continue to computerize our quality control and test departments as well as our component selection.

We deeply thank the musicians, repairmen, luthiers and manufacturers whose thoughtful requests and suggestions
have helped to develop and improve our products.
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Tslecaster*.'SUatocBSter*.'Jazz Bass'.'J>6ass','Praciaion Bass* and *P-Bass' ara registered trademarks of CBS.Irw.'Rjckenbacker* is a registered trademark of Rckenbacker. Inc. 'Gibson*
is a regstered trademark of GitJsonGurtar, Irw.'PAF*.'Super 11','SOH^ and 'X2N' are regniered trademarks of DiMarzio Musical Instrument Pickups. Inc. Bartolini Pickups and Electronics is
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PICKUP OUTPUT LEVEL COMPARISON

The output lever of the pickups is measured with a 12" length of .017" plain string tuned to A44o picked medium strong
by a mechanical picker with the pickup face held 3/16" away from the string. The output level is measured with an AC
voltmeter with VU response. The average output level for chords is approximately 3 times higher. For very hard
picking, peak output levels from chords can be 8 to 10 times higher.

4 STRING BASS PICKUPS
Fender Precision and Jazz Shapes
Passive
'

' '

P-Bass

I

I

or 8ST (enhanced upper mid and treble)
J-Bass

f iiyjuimmT

8S {full range response)

^

9S pair (full range response)
or 9ST pair (enhanced upper mid and treble)
8S -r9S Treble

or 8ST + 9S Treble (brighter)
or 8ST 9ST Treble (brighter yet)
The output level of these pickups is approximately equal to that of stock Fender units. The 9S and 9ST

are very low noise single coils but they are not recommended for use with on-board preamps.

Active
(Especially designed for use with our on-board preamps.)
P-Bass

8T

or 8TE (built-in preamp)
J-Bass

9V pair
8TE + 9V Treble

or 8T -t- 9V Treble with TC3, TBT or TCT

The 9V J-Bass pickups are stacked coil designs. The output level of ST and 9V pickups is approx
imately half that of stock Jazz bass pickups (-5 dB). The tone quality of 9V, ST and 8TE pickups is
brighter and clearer than that of the 9S. 8S and even 8ST's. These pickups are fully hum-cancelled
and designed to work with our TC3, TBT, or TCT on-board preamps.

The TC3 preamps increase power and boost low mids, high mids and treble using the Fender 3-knob
layout. The 8TE P-Bass pickup has a TC3 preamp built-in. It can easily power its own coils as well
as those of the 9V treble pickup in a P-J system. It has the same boost options as the TC3 preamps.
The TBT has independent Bass and Treble controls. The center frequencies of the controls can
be changed easily within the control cavity.

The TCT has Bass, Mid and Treble controls. The Mid control can attenuate low mids. With the simple
installation of our Mid Boost Kit it can also enhance low mids, upper mids or treble frequencies with
a narrow bandpass boost.

Active or Passive
P-Bass

8S or 8ST

J-Bass

9W4 pair
8S + 94J Treble

or 8ST + 94J Treble (brighter)
The 9W4's have our new Linear Hum-Canceller multiple coil system. They have slightly higher output
than the stock Jazz bass pickups. They have exactly the same tone, output level and freedom from
hum and noise as the quadraphonic 94J's and are less expensive.

Because of their high output levels, 9W4,94J,8S and 8ST pickups are suitable for passive or active
installations. They work very well with TC5, TBT,TCT and E2Q preamps.
"Fender*,"J-Bass*,"Jan Bass*."P-Bass* and "Precision Bass* are registered trademarks of CBS, inc.
Bartolini Pickups and Electronics is not in any way affiliated with CBS. Inc.

4 STRING BASS PICKUPS
Non-Fencler*and "Soapbar" Pickups
We have a large selection of pickups for many popular basses that don't use Fender-style
pickups. They have a very wide range of tonal options available from several different windings
and coil configurations.

Music Man Stingray Shapes
These pickups have an added depth and fullness over the entire range of the instrument. This
is due to the wide coii spacing possible in thisshape and our special coll design. There is a brighter
version of the dual coil configuration for the player who wishes to retain the upper mid and treble
emphasis of the original pickups with increased low end, more even response and clarity.

MMC
MMK

Dual coil design
Brighter version of the MMC

MME

Triple coil pickup*

'Can be wired so that all coll choices are free of hum and

MMET

Brighter version of MME

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils in series or parallel

For Rickenbacker 4001 Basses
We have several replacement pickups available for the bass and treble pickups of these
Instruments. They offer rich, full tonal response that goes far beyond that of the original pickups.
In addition, we offer pickups that replace the damping pad in the bridge casting to provide a third
tone option and maximum treble response.

Split-coil design for accurate response without hum and noise
Dual coil treble pickup

Single coil bridge pickup (replaces damping pad — high output)
Hum-cancelled version of 6S (lower output stacked coil design is
ideal for use with on-board preamps)

Early Washburn Bantam Shapes
(Shape is similar to the large Alembic pickups)

Like the Music Man Stingray pickups, this shape allows wide spacing between the coils and
deeper,fuller, more even tonal response. The W4C and W4K pickups are available in matched
Treble and Bass pairs(W4C-B + W4C-T or W4K-B + W4K-T)

Dual coil design
Brighter version of the W4C

W4ET

Triple coil pickup*

*Can be wired so that all coil choices are free of hum and

Brighter version of W4E

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils in series or parallel

•'Fender* isa registered trademarks of CBS, Inc. Bartolini Pickups and Electronics is not affiliated in any way wrth CBS. Inc. Bartofini pickups are cot,«red by U.S.Pat.Nos. 39837777 and 39837778.

4 STRING BASS ''SOAPBAR" PICKUPS
BB Shape
BB4C

Dual coil design (Also available as BB4C-T + BB4C-B pair.)

BB4K

Brighter dual coil design (Also with matched pair option.)

BB4E

Triple coil design

*Can be wired so that all coil choices are free of hum and

BB4ET

Brighter triple coil

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils In series or parallel

1.42 X 3.63 inches(36 X 89 mm)rectangular shape with rounded corners and edges and three holes
drilled through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument(2 holes on the bass side,
1 on the treble side). Maximum string width is 2.3 inches (58 mm).

BC Shape
BC4C

Dual coil design (Also available as BC4C-T + BC4C-B pair.)

BC4K

Brighter dual coil design (Also with matched pair option.)

1.25 X 3.95 inches(32 X101 mm)rectangular shape with rounded comers and edges and three holes
drilled through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument(2 holes on the bass side,
1 on the treble side). Maximum string width is 2.3 inches (58 mm).

Other 4 String Bass Pickups
Old Ibanez Musician MC924

Models 140, 14K. I4E. I4ET

Long Scale bass (1.5 x 3.0 inches)
(Can replace Gibson Grabber Bass.)

Models 40.4K,4E. 4ET

Thunderbird Bass

Models 140. T4K. T4E. T4ET

Old Guild Bass (mid '60s)

Models GBO, GBK, GBE, GBET

PICKUPS AND ELECTRONICS
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5 STRING BASS PICKUPS
Fender'Precision and Jazz'Shapes
Less than 71 mm (2.S") total string width
(All measurements are center of low string to center of high string.)

Active P-Bass
Active J-Bass

58T64 Pair (2.5")
59V66 Pair (2.6")

Active P-J

58T64 (2.5")+ 59V66 treble (2.6")

The5string 9V J-Bass pickups are fully hum cancelled,stacked coil designs with extended treble
response and outstanding clarity and balance. The 5 string 8T P-Bass* pickups have tonal
characteristics and output levels that closely match the 5 string 9V's.

The output level of 58T and 59V pickups is about half (-6 dB)of that of stock Jazz bass pickups.
They are intended for use with TC3, TBT or TCT preamps.

The number after the "V" or "T" specifies the total string width in millimeters. The treble pickup^
string width is usually 2-3 mm larger than that of the bass pickup. The 5string stacked coil Fender
replacements are available in several string widths:
62 mm (2.4")

59V62 pair or 58T60 with 59V62 treble

60.mm (2.6")

59V66 pair or 58T64 with 59V66 treble

70 mm (2.8")

59V70 pair or 58T68 with 59V70 treble
(maximum Schaller 5 string bridge width.

More than 71 mm (2.8") total string width
(78 mm is the maximum string width that can be reached in a J-bass'long shell.)
Active/Passive 76 mm (3.0")

9W576 pair or 8W573 + 9W576 treble

Active/Passive 78 mm (3.1")

9W578 pair or 8W575 + 9W578 treble

■;
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All 9W5 J-Basses and 8W5 P-Basses have our new Linear Hum-Canceller multiple coil system.

Their tone quality Is very similar to that of our 94J quadraphonics. The output level of the 9W5's

is very slightly lower (1.5 dB) than that of stock Jazz'bass pickups. Their output level and freedom

from hum and noise make them quite usable for both passive and preamped applications. The
number after the "W5" specifies the total string width In millimeters. These pickups work very well
with TC5, TBT or TCT preamps.

The TC3 and TC5 preamps Increase power and boost low mids, high mids and treble using the
Fender' 3-knob layout. The TBT has independent Bass and Treble controls. The center
frequencies of each control can be changed easily within the control cavity. The TCT has Bass,
Mid and Treble controls. The Mid control can accentuate low mids. With the simple installation

of our Mid Boost Kit it can also enhance low mids, upper mids or treble frequencies with a narrow
bandpass boost.

Non-Fender 5 String Pickups
Music Man Stingray Shape
MM5C

Dual coil design (60 mm width is 60MM5C. 70 mm width Is 70MM5C)

MM5K

Brighter version of the MM5C

MM5E

Triple coil pickup*

'Can be wired so that all coil choices are free of hum and

MM5ET

Brighter version of the MM5E

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils in series or parallel

It 'Fender*, *Jaz2 Bass','Preeision Bass'and'P-Bass',ar« regstervd trademarksofCBS.Inc Bartolini Piekups and 0«ctronics is not affiliated in any way with CBS. Inc
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These pickups have added depth and fullness over the entire range of the Instrument. This is due
to our special coil design and the wide coil spacing available in this shape. There is a brighter version
of these pickups for the player who wishes to retain the upper mid and treble emphasis of the original
pickups with increased low end, more even response and clarity. These pickups are available in 60
to 76 mm total string widths.

Early Washburn Bantam Shape
(Shape is similar to the large Alembic pickups)
W5C

Dual coil version

W5K

Brighter version of the W5C

W5E

Triple coil pickup.

'Can be wired so that all coil choices are free of hum and

W5ET

Brighter version of the W5E

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils in series or parallel

Like the Music Man Stingray pickups, this shape allows wide spacing between the coils and deeper,
fullertonal response overthe entire range of the instrument. The W5C and W5K pickups are available
in matched treble and bass pairs(W5C-B + W5C-T or W5K-B + W5K-T).

New Music Man 5 String Shape
MV5C

Dual coil design

MV5K

Brighter version of the MV5C

MV5E

Triple coil pickup*

'Can be wired so that ail coil choices are free of hum and

MV5ET

Brighter version of the MV5E

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils in series or parallel

These pickups have extra depth and fullness over the entire range of the instrument due to our
special coil design and the wide spacing available in this shape. There is a brighter version of
these pickups for the player who wishes to retain the upper mid and treble emphasis of the
original pickups with increased low end, even response and clarity.
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5 STRING BASS ''SOAPBAR"
PICKUPS
BC Shape
(Maximum string width is 2.8 inches or 70 mm.)
1.25 X 3.95 inches(32 x 101 mm)rectangular shape with rounded corners and edges and three
holes drilled through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument (2 holes on
the bass side, 1 hole on the treble side).

BC5C

Dual coil design

BC5C-T treble, BC5C-B bass

BC5K

Brighter dual coil design

BC5K-T treble, BC5K-B bass

BD Shape
(Maximum string width is 2.8 inches or 70 mm.)
1.42 X 3.95 inches(36 x 101 mm)rectangular shape with rounded corners and edges and three
holes drilled through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument (2 holes on
the bass side, 1 hole on the treble side).
BD5C

Dual coil design

BD5C-T treble, BD5C-B bass

BD5K
BD5E

Brighter dual coil design
Triple coil design

BD5K-T treble, BD5K-B bass
BD5E-T treble, BD5E-B bass

BD5ET

Brighter triple coil design

BD5ET-T treble, BD5ET-B bass

P2 Shape
(Maximum string width is 3.2 inches or 80 mm.)
1.25 x 4.25 inches(32 x 108 mm)rectangular shape with rounded corners and edges and three
holes drilled through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the Instrument (2 holes on
the bass side, 1 hole on the treble side).
P25C

Dual coil design

P25C-T treble, P25C-B bass

P25K

Bright dual coil design

P25K-T treble, P25K-B bass

P4 Shape
(Maximum string width is 3.6 inches or 92 mm.)
1.25 X 4.65 inches(32 x 118 mm)rectangular shape with rounded corners and edges and three
holes drilled through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument (2 holes on
the bass side, 1 hole on the treble side).
P45C

Dual coil design

P45C-T treble, P45C-B bass

P45K

Bright dual coll design

P45K-T treble, P45K-B bass

SB Shape
1.5 x 3.1 Inches(38 x 79 mm.) rectangular shape with rounded corners and edges. This shape
fits the mounting ring of Hohner-Steinberger 5 string basses. These pickups have brackets for
the 3 point mount used in the Hohner instruments.
5B5C

Dual coil design

5B5K

Brighter dual coil design

5B5E

Triple coil design

'Can be wired so that all coil choices are free of hum and

5B5ET

Brighter triple coil design

noise: neck coil, bridge coil or both coils in series or parallel

5 STRING BASS "SOAPBAR" PICKUPS
Very Wide String Widths
Note:

Very wide string widths may be sensed in BB, BC,BD,P2 and P4 shapes if two
mounting holes are used instead of three.

BB Shape
(Maximum string width is 2.8 inches or 70 mm.)
BB5C

Dual coil design

BB5C-T treble, BB5C-B bass

BB5K

Brighter dual coil design

BB5K-T treble, BB5K-B bass

BC Shape
(Maximum string width is 3.2 inches or 82 mm.)

BC5C
BC5K

Dual coil design
Brighter dual coil design

BC5C-T treble, BC5C-B bass
BC5K-T treble, BC5K-B bass

BD Shape
(Maximum string width is 3.2 inches or 82 mm.)
BD5C

Dual coil design

BD5C-T treble, BD5C-B bass

BD5K

Brighter dual coil design

BD5K-T treble, BD5K-B bass

P2 Shape
(Maximum string width is 3.5 inches or 90 mm.)
Dual coil design

P25C-T treble. P25C-B bass

Bright dual coil design

P25K-T treble, P25K-B bass

P4 Shape
(Maximum string width is 4.0 inches or 100 mm.)
Dual coil design

P45C-T treble, P45C-B bass

Bright dual coil design

P45K-T treble, P45K-B bass

PICKUPS AND ELECTRONICS
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6 STRING BASS PICKUPS
Fender Precision* and Jazz'Shapes
Active/passive 76 mm (3.0")

9W676 pair or 8W673 + 9W676 treble

Active/passive 78 mm (3.1")

9W678 pair or 8W675 + 9W678 treble

{78 mm is the maximum string width that can be sensed in a J-Bass long shell.)

All 9W6 J-Basses and 8W6 P-Basses have our new Linear Hum-Canceller multiple coil system.

Their tone quality is very similar to that of our 94J quadraphonics. The output level of the 9W6's

is slightly lower{-2 dB)than that of stock Jazz'basses. This makes them quite usable as passive
pickups. Their freedom from hum and noise makes them ideal for use with on-board preamps.

The number after the "W6" specifies the total string width in millimeters.
These pickups work very well with our TC5, TBT, TOT and EZQ preamps. The TC5 preamps
increase power and boost low mids, high mids and treble using the Fender 3-knob layout.
The TBT has independent Bass and Treble controls. The center frequencies of the controls can
be changed easily within the control cavity. The TOT has Bass, Mid and Treble controls.
The Mid control can attenuate low mids. With the simple installation of our Mid Boost Kit it can

also enhance low mids, upper mids or treble frequencies with a narrow bandpass boost. The EZQ
is a parametric low-pass filter with variable 0 and optional bass boost.

6 String Bass "Soapbar" Pickups
The multi-coil construction of these pickups allows splitting the coil system to obtain regular

P-bass'(treble coil low), reverse P-bass'(treble coil high) as well as dual coil configurations.
These coll choices can be made with a single, easily wired toggle switch. If desired, a second
toggle switch can select the series or parallel mode for all 3 coil choices.

P2 Shape

P26K

Dual coil design

P26C-T treble. P26C-B bass

Bright dual coil design

P26K-T treble. P26K-B bass

1.25 X 4.25 inches(32 x 108 mm)rectangular shape with rounded comers and three holes drilled
through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument(2 holes on the bass side,
1 hole on the treble side). Maximum string width is 3.2 inches or 80 mm.

P4 Shape
P46C

Dual coil design

P46C-T treble. P46C-B bass

P46K

Bright dual coil design

P46K-T treble, P46K-B bass

1.25 X 4.65 inches(32 x 118 mm)rectangular shape with rounded corners and three holes drilled
through the pickup for mounting directly to the body of the instrument(2 holes on the bass side,
1 hole on the treble side). Maximum string width is 3.6 inches or 92 mm.
'Fendor*,'Jazz Bass', *J-Bass','Precision Bass' and 'P-Bass' are registered trademarks of CBS,Inc Bartoltnl Pickups and Electronics is not affiliated in any way with CBS, Inc.
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6 AND 7 STRING BASS PICKUPS
Very Wide 6 String Widths
Note:

Very wide string widths can be sensed in P2 and P4 shapes if two mounting holes are used instead of three.

The multi-coll construction of these pickups allows splitting the coil system to obtain regular P-bass
(treble coil low), reverse P-bass(treble coil high)as well as dual coil configurations. These coil choices
can be made with a single, easily wired toggle switch. If desired, a second toggle switch can select
the series or parallel mode for ail 3 coll choices.

P2 Shape
Maximum string width is 3.5 inches or 90 mm.
P26C

P4 Shape
(Maximum string width is 4.0 inches or 100 mm.)
P46C

Dual coil design

P46C-T treble, P46C-B bass

P46K

Bright dual coil design

P46K-T treble, P46K-B bass

7 String Bass "Soapbar" Pickups
Note;

Very wide string widths can be sensed In P2 and P4 shapes If two mounting holes are used Instead of three.

P2 Shape
(Maximum string width Is 3.5 inches or 90 mm.)

P27C

Dual coll design

P27C-T treble. P27C-B bass

P27K

Bright dual coll design

P27K-T treble, P27K-B bass

P4 Shape
Maximum string width Is 4.0 Inches or 100 mm.)

P47C

Dual coll design

P47C-T treble, P47C-B bass

P47K

Bright dual coll design

P47K-T treble. P47K-B bass

PICKUPS AND ELECTRONICS

P. O. BOX 934

LIVERMORE, CA 94550

(510) 443-1037
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GUITAR PICKUPS
Fender Stratocaster Shape
Active
(Especially designed for use with our on-board preamps.]

3XV
The 3XV is a stacked coil hum-canceller design with the same tonal quality as the original pickups

but without the hum and noise. The output level is slightly lower than that of a Telecaster neck
pickup, so we recommend using them with an on-board preamp such as the TC3
Suggested Installations:
3 - 3XVs with a TC3 preamp with Mid Boost Kit
2 - 3XVs with an E88-D or E90-D Active Electronic Humbucker

(The preamp in the humbucker powers the entire instrument)

Passive
V88S

The V88S Is a low noise, clean single coii designed for low mid and treble emphasis.
The intermediate lever switch positions have excellent brightness and definition. Output level
is slightly higher(+1 dB)than the stock unit, with considerably less noise. North and South magnet
options available for full hum cancellation in the "in-between" 5-way switch positions.
Suggested Installations:
3 - V88S's(Two Norths, one South)
2 - V88S*s with a V88C or V88D humbucker

The 3X is a powerful single coii with richer tonality than the V88S increased output level (-i-3 dS).
Recommended for deeper tone and more sustain at the bridge position or for rounder tone at
the neck position.
Suggested Installation:

1 - 3X North at the bridge with 2 - V88S (one North and one South)

The 3S is a very powerful, tapped pickup with almost twice the output level of the stock pickups.
This is the strongest and fattest single coil bridge pickup we make. When tapped,the output level
is the same as that of the stock pickups with more sustain and low mids. It is available in both
magnetic polarities for full hum cancellation in the "in-between" 5-way switch positions.

Suggested Installation:
1 - 3S North at the bridge with 2 - V88S (one North and one South)

LCE3X
The LCE3X is a laminated core single coll design with very high emphasis in the upper mid and
treble ranges. Distilled, vintage tone. Output level is equal to that of the stock pickups. They are
availabie in both magnetic polarities for full hum cancellation in the "in-between" 5-way switch
positions.

Suggested Installations:
3 - LCE3X (two Norths and one South)
2 - LCE3X with an LCE50 or LCE60 humbucker
'Fender*.'Stratocaeter*,'Slraf and Telecaster* are registered trademarks of CBS.inc. BartolinI Pickups and Bectronics Is not affiliated in any way with CBS, lr»a

GUITAR PICKUPS
Large Humbucker Size Pickups
Passive
V88-C A neck humbucker designed for brilliant treble and maximum midrange emphasis(near 12th

fret of high E string) for excellent sustain. Unlike traditional vintage designs, its response in the low
strings is very well defined. Useable as a bright bridge pickup, it is recommended forthe neck position
with a V88-D at the bridge. It is also an excellent choice for semi-acoustic instruments. Output level
is equal to that of PAF's*. Coil DC resistance is 5.5 K-ohm.
V88-D A bridge humbucker designed for power and sustain while retaining excellent balance and
definition. Output level is 25% higher than V88-C. DC resistance is 11.0 K-ohm.

1C-TA A humbucker with intermediate windings between the V88-C and V88-D and modified to meet
the precise requirements of Tuck Andress (on Windham Hill label). DC resistance is 6.8 K-ohm.
1E A triple coil pickup that can be wired so that all coil choices are free of hum and noise: bridge coll,
neck coil or both coils in series or parallel. DC resistance is 3.5 K-ohm for each coil.

V88-E A triple coil pickup with the V88-C coils for brilliant treble and maximum midrange.
Same coil choices as IE. Coil DC resistance is 2.8 K-ohm for each coil.

Active

^

E88-D A dual coil design with the same coil system as the passive V88-D with a built-in TC5
preamplifier. The coils are separately accessible for series/parallel switching and/or mixing with other

passive pickups on the instrument. The passive mix can then be amplified by the TC5 with low mid,
high mid and treble boost options. Four months continuous use may be expected from a single
9V battery.

E88-C A dual coil like the E88-D but with the V88-C coll system. Brighter tone. Same wiring and
boost options.

E90-D A dual coil design intermediate in tone between the E88-C and the E88-D. Higher output level
in the unboosted mode from the TC3 preamplifier. Same boost options. The Guild Liberator II had
1 - E90-D + 2 - 3XVs with Volume, Tone and 4 toggle switches for maximum tone options.
Wiring pictorial available upon request.

E90 A hum canceller design (the bridge coil senses the string motion,the other coil only cancels hum
and noise). It is powered by a TC3 preamplifier with the same boost options as the E88-D, etc.
Bright single coil sound in a humbucker housing.
Suggested Installations:

1 - E88-D with 2 - 3XVs(Boost option can be wired into the tone control.)
1 - E88-D with 1 - V88-C (Series/single coil/parallel switching on both pickups.)

7 String Guitar Pickups
488-C and 488-D are 7 string versions of the V88-C and V88-D in a very large humbucker shell
(1.5 x 3 inches).

E488-D Is a 7 string version of the E88-D. TC5 preamplifier built-in.
These pickups are designed for 13/32 inch string spacing (2 7/16 inch total string width).
'
PAF is a registered trademark of Di Marzio Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc. Batlolini Pickups and Electronics
is not in any way affiliated with Di Marzio Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc.
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Laminated Core Humbuckers
LCE
These humbuckers feature coil cores made from silicon steel for the highest upper midrange and

treble emphasis. They are available in 4 windings, ranging in DC resistance from 5.5 K-ohm
to 18 K-Ohm. Higher DC resistance gives more output and more midrange emphasis.
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LCE40 Very bright, almost a strat in humbucker form. Very good when a very bright neck pickup
is desired. DC resistance is 5.5 K-ohm.

LCE50 Bright, powerful humbucker with excellent upper mid and treble response. Output level
is 30% higher than PAF*. DC resistance is 9.0 K-ohm.
LCE60 With 25% more output than the LCE50,this humbucker has a powerful,smooth overdrive
tone and excellent sustain. It works very well in single pickup instruments or as a neck pickup
with an LCE70 bridge pickup. DC resistance is 11.0 K-ohm.
LCE70 Our most powerful passive humbucker, the LCE70 works very well on single pickup
instruments. It has 20% more output than the LCE60 for maximum sustain. DC resistance is
18.0 K-ohm.

The LCE humbuckers also work well with the LCE3X single coils on instruments with 1 humbucker
and 2 single coils.
t

-
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Mini-Humbucker Size Pickups
These pickups fit the Gibson Mini-humbucker mounting rings and can replace Las Paul Deluxe,
Firebird and similar pickups.

20 Dual coil mini-humbucker with full, deep tone and exceptional clarity and definition.

Works well in neck or bridge positions. Output level is the same as V88-C.
288C-N(neck) and 288C-B(bridge) These pickups are brighter than the 2C and have more
midrange emphasis like the V88-C. The output level of the 288-C is the same as that of the
V88-C. The output level of the 288-D is 20% higher.
288K-N{neck)and 288K-B(bridge) These pickups are brighter and they have more upper mids
and treble than the 288s. Output levels are slightly lower than 288C's (-2 dB).

Soap Bar Size Pickups
These pickups can replace P90 type "soapbars" with excellent tonal results and freedom from
hum and noise.

SBC Dual coil soapbar pickup with full, deep tone and exceptional clarity and definition.
Works well in neck or bridge positions. Output level is the same as V88-C.
SB88-C(neck) and SB88-D(bridge) These pickups are brighter than the SBC and have more

midrange emphasis like the V88-C. The output level of the SB88C-N is the same as that of the
V88-C. The output level of the SB88C-B is 20% higher.
SB88K-N(neck) and SB88K-B(bridge) These pickups are brighter and they have more upper

mids and treble than the SB88s. Output levels are slightly lower than SB88C's (-2 dB).

Jazz Guitar Pickups
5J Same size and mounting bracket as the Gibson Johnny Smith. This design has clarity, depth,
and tonal qualities near those of the 1C-TA. The thickness of the pickup body is just less
than 7/16". With bracket and output cable the total thickness is less than 1/2". Bracket width
is 2 inches.

5JNB Same as 5J, without bracket.
'Gibaon', 'Firebird*, 'Johnny Smith* and'Les Paul * are registered trademarka of Gibson Guitar Co. 'PAF* is a registered trademark of DiMarzio Musical Instrument Pickups, ln&
Bartollni Pickups and Electronica Is not In any way affiliated with Gibson Guitar Corp. orOiMarzIo Musical Instrurrwnt Pickups, Inc.
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Acoustic Guitar Pickups
The clear, acoustic tone of these magnetic pickups is due to their unequalled precision

in sensing string vibrations. Their narrow aperture and low peak impedance yield
extended high frequency response, superior transient response and unmatched
clarity. They are easily attached to the guitar soundhole with plastic brackets that allow
full height and tilt adjustment. They have extremely low feedback levels and are
designed to compensate for the extra (magnetic) ioudness of the B-string.

3A Very quiet single coll with 9 foot cable or 3AJ for end pin jack Installation.
3AV Stacked coil hum-canceller with 9 foot cable or 3AVJ for end pin
jack installation.

Rotary Switches (Grayhill)
Toggle Switches (i/4" Stem)
Configuration

Dimensions

I

4 Pole-2 to 5

11/16"Diam.. X 1"

Position Shorting
(make before break)

Depth

Configuration

Usage

SPDT

Coil cut or boost selector

(on-off-on)

for active electronic

pickups. Flat lever
DPDT (on-on)

Shielded Multi-Conductor Cable

Series/parallel, phase
reversal or active/passive.

Description

Type
Alpha

4 Cond./braided shield

Flat lever

Diameter

DPTT (on-on-on) Pickup selector, series/

1/8"

parallel/s. coil orQ-

3304

Alpha

selector for the EZQ.
6 Cond./braided shield

1/8"

8 Cond./braided shield

3/16"

4 Conductor/foil shield

5/32"

2 Conductor/foil shield

1/8"

Flat lever

3306

Alpha

3PDT (on-on)

3308

Boost switch for E88-D,
E90-D, TC3. etc.
Round lever

4PDT (on-on-on) Triple coll selector switch.
Round lever

Potentiometers

Type
Dual 250 K-ohm, Center detent

Usage

Dimensions

3/8"D X 3/8" L stem, 5/8"D body,
1/4''Dx5/16"L solid shaft

Passive blend control -

both pickups full on at
center

50 K-ohm, Linear, Center detent

3/8"D X 3/8" L stem, 5/8"D body,
1/4"Dx5/16"L solid shaft

Dual 50 K-ohm, Center detent

i 3/8"D X 3/8" L stem, 5/8"D body,

Bass and Treble controls for
TBT orTBIBT
Active blend for TBIBT

1/4"D X 5/16"L solid shaft

500 K-ohm Audio, Center detent

3/8"D X 3/8" L stem, 5/8"D body,
1/4"D X 5/16"L knurled shaft

Bass and Treble controls for
TCT

25 K-ohm, Special taper, center

3/8"D X 3/8"L stem, 5/8"D" body,

Midrange control for the

detent

1/4"D X 5/16"L knurled shaft

TCT

25 K-ohm, Linear

3/8"D X 3/8"L stem, 5/8"D" body,

Master volume control for

1/4"D X 5/16"L knurled shaft

the TCT, TBT orTBIBT

Dual 50 K-ohm, Linear

5/16"D X 1/4"L stem, 5/8"D" body,

Frequency or Q control for

1/4"Dx 5/16"L solid shaft

EZQ

ON-BOARD ELECTRONICS
TC Preamplifiers

PICKUP* AND ■Lscrponacs

These on-board preamps improve the performance and tonal quality of electric guitars and
basses by Increasing the output level, boosting midrange and treble if desired, and decreasing
the output impedance of the instrument for lower noise. On guitars the increase in output level
can improve the tone and sustain of the amplifier. These preamplifiers are capable of gains
exceeding 40 dB. The midrange and treble boost options can significantly alter the tonal color
of the instrument while increasing output and sustain. On basses, the low mid and treble boost
options increase punch, clarity and overall definition for improved string snaps and pops.

m
/

1 mfd. + 470 ohm

BOOST

Gain
in dB
24-

Graph 1

UNBOOSTED

^2-

TC3 Preampupier

100 ^

Response

• u

Frequency in Hz

Some of the amplification characteristics of the TC3 are shown on Graph 1. The amplified signal
is fourtimes stronger than the input signal(+12 dB). When the boost lead is used,this preamplifier
can boost all frequencies(10 mfd capacitor), mid and treble frequencies(1 mfd capacitor), or just
the upper mid and treble frequencies (0.33 mfd capacitor). The amount of boost can be easily
controlled as shown by the dotted cun/e (1 mfd capacitor plus 1 K-ohm resistor). The Mid Boost
Kit includes components for narrow band boost for guitars or very high frequency boost.
This upper treble narrow band boost results in "piano-wire" tone for basses and very bright tone
quality for guitars.

These preamps are hand built from selected low-noise, discrete components and are fully tested
and shielded. They are easy to install, rugged, reliable and very easy on batteries (four months
continuous use from a single battery). They are less than half the size of the 9V battery they
require.

The TC1 preamps are intended to give maximum headroom with lowto medium level signals such
as those from our 3XV hum-cancellers or the somewhat higher signals provided by stock Strat
pickups.(Using preamplifiers with single coil pickups is not recommended, although sometimes
it works out.) The TC5 preamps,with their additional headroom,are intended for use with stronger
signal sources such as guitar or bass humbuckers.
Electrical Characteristics:
TC3

TC1

Model

TC5

Input Impedance

200 K-ohm

300 K-ohm

>500 K-ohm

Minimum gain (500 K ^ load)
Maximum undistorted output
Max. input for undistorted output

8

4

2

2.5 V
250 mV

2.5 V
500 mV

2.5 V
1 V

The TC2, TC4 and TC6 preamps are dual versions of the TCI, TC3 and TC5, respectively.
Output impedance of any of the TC preamps is 60 K-ohm.

Active Tone Control — TBT

independent Bass and Treble
This active tone control preamp features independent Bass and Treble controls. Each control boosts and cuts up to 15
dB. Graph 2 shows the boost/cut curves for different choices of the external capacitors on the Bass and Treble controls.
The TBT has optional boost capabilities beyond those of the Bass and Treble controls. Upper midrange,treble and power
boost options are available. The output impedance of the TBT is less than 10 K-ohm. Rugged and reliable, this unit is
slightly smaller than the 9V battery it requires. Battery life is two months of continuous use.
TCT
•- 10-10-10

TOImfd

Output
Level
8=5 T=5

Graph 2
TBT

Boost/Cut Curves

100 ^
^
Frequency in Hz
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Active Tone Control — TCT

Bass—rvlid—Treble
This active tone control has the same tonal response as the early Fender^" amplifiers with Treble-Bass-Presence

controls. The Bass and Treble controls give 13 dB boost or cut at 30 Hz and 3 KHz, respectively. The Mid control can
cut up to 14 dB at 300 Hz, just like the original Fender™ Presence control — see Graph 3. With our Mid Boost Kit, the
Mid control knob can provide up to 20 dB of narrow band boost from 300 Hz(low mid) to near 4 KHz ("piano-wire" tone)
— similar to E2Q Graph 4. This is very useful for basses. The frequency of the narrow band boost Is selected with
capacitors and is independent of the Bass and Treble control settings. The narrow band boost is also very useful for guitars
when it is placed near700 Hz to Improve sustain in the 12th fret region of the high-E string. The TCT is small,slightly smaller
than the 9V battery it requires. It is rugged, reliable and it has a battery life of two months of continuous use. We now offer
center detent 500 k-ohm audio potentiometers for the Bass and Treble controls. Input impedance, output impedance,
maximum input and maximum output specifications are the same as those of the TC3 preamp.

B
10 M

Level

T
10
3-10-3

Graph 3
TCT

Boost/Cut Curves

100

IK

Frequency in Hz

Active Tone Control — EZQ

Parametric Low, Band or High Pass
This active tone control module is specifically intended as a low pass filter with variable Q,and it can also be used as a
bandpass or highpass filter. Using the EZQ with some of our bass hum-canceller pickups can provide the utmost focusing
and definition for percussive (string slap)techniques. It is very useful in some fretless bass applications, providing tone
qualities not achievable with standard (shelving) tone controls. The EZQ is a low noise filter that will accept input signals
from any pickup or combination of pickups without instability or oscillation.

Decreasing the Q-value increases the overall gain to maintain nearly constant loudness. The frequency control is a dual
50 K-ohm linear potentiometer. The Q control can be a dual50 K-ohm linear potentiometeror a three position switch(DPDT
on-on-on for low-medium-high Q). A Bass Boost Kit is available for this module. The Bass Boost potentiometer can be
a third knob on the face of the instrument or a trim potentiometer in the control cavity. This unit is slightly smaller than
the 9V battery it requires. Battery life is two months of continuous use. The frequency range extends from 600 Hz to
5 KHz and the boost at maximum Q exceeds 20 dB.

Output
Level

Graph 4

EZQ

Boost/Cut Curves

Buffered Inputs, Bass and Treble
TBIBT
This active tone control preamp features two low noise buffers and independent Bass and Treble controls. Each buffer
will accept a high impedance signal from a magnetic pickup and produce a low impedance signal without loss of tonal
quality. In mostcases there is a gain in tonal quality due to reduced treble losses in the buffer compared to the usual passive
signal path. The output impedance of each buffer is less than 10 K-Ohm. The buffered pickup signals can be fed to low
impedance Volume or Blend controls(10 K-Ohm to 50 K-Ohm)and then to the low impedance input of the Tone Control
section. Except for the input impedance, this part of the TBIBT is identical to ourTBT Active Tone Control preamp. The
BassandTreblecontrolsboostandcut up to 15 dB. Graph 2for the TBT shows the boost/cut curves for different choices
of the external capacitors. The TBIBT has the same upper midrange, treble and power boost options as the TBT. Output
impedance is 10 K-Ohm. Rugged and reliable, this unit is 1 inch wide, 2-3/8 inches long and 1/2 inch thick. It requires
a single 9V battery to operate for one month of continuous use.

Quad Buffer — TQB
The TQB has four independent high-to-low impedance low noise buffers. It is designed to buffer each coil of a two
humbuckerbass separately. Each coil of a dual coil pickup is buffered independently and the outputs of those two channels
of the TQB are connected together. The hum, noise and impedance of the resulting signal are very low. These low
impedance signals can be fed to low impedance Volume and Blend controls(10 K-ohm to 50 K-ohm)and then to an active
tone control like the TCT. The low impedance of the TQB outputs allows the TCT to achieve lower noise levels. The TQB
can also be used with guitar pickups if they are hum-cancelled or humbucking. It is not necessary to use all four buffers

of the TQB. The TQB is the same size as the TCT, TBT, or EZQ preamps. It requires a single 9V battery to operate for
one month of continuous use.

HOW TO SPECIFY FIVE & SIX STRING BASS PICKUPS
AND SEVEN STRING BASS OR GUITAR PICKUPS

There are no generic 5, 6 or 7 string bass pickups because the string widths of these
instruments vary widely. Seven string widths also show some variation. To obtain the
most balanced response from the instruments, the pickups must match the string width
and fingertx)ard curvature. So, when ordering any ofthese pickups please specify:

1. the total string width from the center ofthe lowest string to the center of the highest
string at the neck pickup and the bridge pickup positions

2. an approximation of the radius of curvature of the fingerboard even if it is a rough
description such as nearly flat, or "Gibson-like" or:Fender-like".
If you are ordering a P-Bass* shape or P-J* shape set we also need to know the overlap
between the pair of P-Bass" pickups. Stock Fender* overlap is 3/4 inch (19mm). if this is not
specified othenvise we will build the P-Bass* pair to this measurement.
With this information we can build pickups that yield a balanced response from the
instrument, that is, the outside strings will not sound too loud or too soft compared to the inner
strings.

The lengths ofthe neck and bridge pickups in the original Fender* basses are not equal.
The neck pickup is slightly shorter than the bridge pickup. Some modem designs however,
use two bridge length pickups. Please check whether this is the case so that the pickups will
fit the routed cavities

ORDERING GUITAR HUMBUCKER SIZE PICKUPS

Our standard size humbucker pickups(1-1/2 x 2-3/4 in. or 38 x 70 mm)are available in
widths to match Fender* or Gibson* string widths. Please specify what width is needed. If the
width is not specified we will assume that Fender* width is wanted for use with tremolo bridges

'"Fender","J-Bass","Jazz Bass","P-Bass" and "Precision Bass" are registered trad^narks of CBS,Inc.

BartolinI Pidoips arKi Electronics Is not In any way afRIiated with CBS, Inc.
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Model

Description

List Price
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4 string bass - P-Bass* and single coil J-Bass'

88 8SR

P-Bass* shape pair

$119.00

8ST 8STR

Bright P-Bass* shape pair

$119.00

98

J-Bass* shape pair

$129.00

98 treble

Bridge unit of 98 pair

$ 64.50

98T

Bridge J-Bass* shape pair

$129.00

9ST treble
9ST
treble

Bridge unit of 9ST pair

$
64.50
$64.50

>»

4 string bass - Vertical Hum-Cancellers - use with on-board electronics

9V

Vertical hum-canceller J-Bass* shape pair

$150.00

9V Treble

Bridge unit of 9V pair

$75.00

8T

P-Bass* shape match for 9V Treble pickup

$119.00

»>

4 string bass - Active P-Bass* shape pickups - use with 9V Treble unit for P- J*

8TE
»>

P-Bass* shape pair with built-in TC3
4 String bass -NEW Active J-Bass* shape pickups - pre CBS tone

9E
»>

$135.00

J-Bass* shape pair/built in TC3 + tone shaping $165.00
4 String bass - Linear Hum-Cancellers • passive or with on-board electronics

8W4

Linear Hum-Canceller P-Bass* shape pair

$132.00

9W4

Linear Hum Canceller J-Bass* shape pair

$163.00

»>

4 string bass - Quadraphonics

94J

Quadraphonic J-Bass'shape pair

$178.00

94J Treble

Quadraphonic-J-Bass* shape bridge unit

$ 89.00

84P

P-Bass* shape Quadraphonic

$145.00

»>

4-string bass -"soapbars" and other non-Fender* shapes

4C BB4C BC4C GBC I4C

Dual Coll

$113.00

Bright dual coil

$113.00

Triple coil

$135.00

Bright triple coil

$135.00

Rickenbacker 4001 shape dual coil treble p.u.

$113.00

RIckenbacker 4001 shape split coil bass p.u.

$108.00

MMC T4C W4C

4K BB4K BC4K GBK I4K
MMK T4K W4K

4E BB4E GBE I4E MME
T4E W4E
4ET BB4ET GBET WET
MMET T4ET W4ET

'Jazz Bass','J-Sass','Precision Bass','P-Bass' and *P-J' are registered trademarks of CBS,inc. Bartolini Pickups and Electronics is not affifiated in any way
with CBS, Inc.
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Model

Description

6S

Single coil p.u. repl. for RickenbacKer mute

$ 89.00

6XV

Vertical H.C. repl. for Rickenbacker mute

$ 95.00

»>

List Price

5 string bass - Vertical Hum Cancellers - use on-board electronics

58T60 to 58T72

60 to 72 mm string width P-Bass* shape

$123.00

59V62 to 59V64 pair

62-64 mm string width >6ass* shape pair

$154.00

59V62to 64 treble

62-64 mm J-Bass* treble

$ 77.00

59V66 to 59V68 pair

66-68 mm string width J-Bass* shape pair

$158.00

59V66to 68 treble

66-68 mm J-Bass* treble

$ 79.00

59V70 to 59V72 pair

70-72 mm string width J-Bass shape

$165.00

59V70to 72 treble

70-72 mm J-Bass* treble

$ 82.50

»>

5 String bass• Linear Hum Cancellers • passive or with on-board electronics

9W576 or 9W578 pair

76 or 78 mm string width J-Bass* shape pair

$173.00

9W576 or 9W578 treble

76 or 78 J-Bass* treble

$ 86.50

8W573 or 8W575

73 or 75 mm string width P-Bass* shape

$140.00

»>

5 string bass -"soapbars" and other non-Fender* shapes

70MM5C 70W5C 68MV5C

Dual coil

$121.00

70MM5K 70W5K 70MV5K

Bright dual coil

$121.00

70MM5E 70MM5ET 70W5E Triple coil

$145.00

BB5C BB5K

60 to 72 mm dual coil - BB shape

$121.00

BC5C BC5K BD5C BD5K

60 to 72 mm dual coil - BC, BD shapes

$121.00

BC5C BC5K BD5C BD5K

73to 82 mm dual coil - BC. BD shapes

$163.00

P25C,P25K

73 to 90 mm dual coil - P2 shape

$163.00

P45C.P45K

73to 100 mm dual coil - P4 shape

$163.00

»>

6 string bass•Linear Hum Cancellers - passive or with on-board electronics

9W676 pair

76 or 78 mm string width J-Bass*

$180.00

9W578 treble

76 or 78 mm treble J-Bass*

$ 98.00

8W673 or 8W675

73 or 75 mm string width P-Bass*

$145.00

8WS73 + 9W676 treble
8W673

76 or 78 mm string width P-J* bass set

$230.00

»>

6 and 7 string bass -"soapbars*

P26C.P26K.P27C.P27K

73to 90 mm - P2 shape

$163.00

P46C.P46K.P47C.P47K

73 to 100 mm - P4 shape

$163.00

»>
X3XV

guitar - Stratocaster* shape pickups
NEW Strat* stacked coil hum-canceller

$ 95.00

*Pttnd«r.'Jazz Ban'.'J<Ba»'.*P!*eWon Ban','P-BaaV.'P-J*.'Stratocattar' and 'Straf ara ngtatarad tradarr«rl<» ol C8S.lnfr BaitoM Piekupaand
Baetronica la not affUlatad In any way ^Mlth CBS,Inc.

